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ABSTRACT
One of the prob:JLems facing motels in the us , is lack'
of knowledge about energy management resulting in highe~
costs and waste. Energy cost is almost always the mo t
rapidly rising element of operating cost. However, energy
costs can usually be reduced significantly through a we11-
funded energy management program, directed and supported by
management. A key element in an effective energy managern nt
program is the energy audit.
This paper examines motel energy manage ent.
Specifically, an energy audit was conducted for El Sol Motel
in Stillwater, Oklahoma. Twe1v opport 'nitl s w
uncovered yielding a savings of $10,470.16. This D pre nt
46% of total energy consumed.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The energy situation is a multi-dimensional problem
that does not lend itself readily to easily implement d
solutions. Many factors exist that contribute to the
overall problem and tend to make its ultimate resolution
seem all the more unlikely.
The ultimate solution to our present energy situation,
like the problem itself, will not be singular in nature.
Rather, the solution, if one exists, must encompass the
effective and efficient utilization of all of our energy
resources '(foreign, domestic, renewable, and nonr new ble).
This perspective, in combination with sound .n rgy
management practices' and energy planning, will aid
significantly in our continuing efforts to overcom the
energy problem.
The purpose of this paper is not to lament the causes
of the energy problem or to admonish our society for its
continued utilization of vast amounts of nonrenewable energy
resources. The purpose is to stress the necessity for
managers to become knowledgeable in energy management.
Second, the author's purpose is to reduce the energy cost of
the EI Sol Motel.
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Equally so, it is not the intention of this study to
promote the utilization of one particular energy source over
another, or for that matter I to advocate the establishment
or adherence to a particular national energy policy. The
point to be made here is that regardless of the form of
energy which we have available to us, it is our
responsibility, or better yet, our obligation to seek the
most efficient manner in which to utilize that energy.
Energy management is a pr ime profit improvement technique
for motels and other industries.
CHAPTER II
STATEMENT OF THE P~OBLEM
In a small to medium sized motel, one of the big
problems is rising utility costs, so efficient energy
utilization is of considerable importance. Typical medium
si zed motels have about $30,000-40,000 energy costs, wh.ich
is about 15% of their total income. There is a possibility
of a substantial amount of savings, but most managers are
not aware of such savings. In a survey of 24 motels, 20 in
Oklahoma and four in Texas (size varied from 40-70 units),
the following points emerged:
Five managers have tried to reduce energy cost:
Eight managers have not thought about it1
Six managers know but do not want to do anything:
Two managers do not know what to do: and
Three managers gave no answers.
From the above survey, it is found that managers do not
understand how to utilize energy resources for profit
improvement. An energy management program needs to be
designed in such a way that it gives management an in-depth
look at various types of energy audits, management
strategies ,and new techniques which are being successfully
used to eliminate unnecessary expenditures from inefficient
3
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energy usages. This report considers the El Sol ot 1 as a.
typical medium sized motel for this study.
The E1 Sol Motel, owned and operated by the Uni te I iliG,
Inc., is located at the corner of Highway 51 and West r.:n
Street in Stillwater, Oklahoma. The mot 1 was built in
1960. It has 60 rooms varied in sizes: singles, doubles,
and suites. The facility also includes a Mexica.n
restaurant, a cantina, and a meeting room. The a1r-
conditioning and the heating system are individually
controlled in each room. The motel structure is shown in
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Energy consumption at the El Sol Motel, for th,e 12
month period from January 1982 through December 1982, was
236067 KWH of electricity and 3667 MCF of nat.ural gas.
Total energy costs for the period were $32,257.00. The
energy conservation opportunities (ECO's') contained in this
report will save an estimated 2149.19 million BTU's each
year, or 46% of the total usage (see Table I).
Total energy savings are very high because:
1. Solar water heater does not need any gaB
consumption. Actually it is not energy
conservation, but we used a different ource
(sun), which is free, so those BTU's weLe shown as
be ing saved.
2. Heat recovery from chilling equipment will save
most of the gas consumption presently used for
water heating.
3. All ECO's are calculated based on current rate
schedules (power-electric). One of the proposed
ECOls is to change rate schedules. If this is
9
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done first, the saving for some of the ECO's will
change slightly (usually lowe~). Also, there is
significant overlap for several of the ECO's, so





















Switchl\bu,g lights from S- .,.rs- -
60W to 25W 1.95 331.32
Use higher efficiency, lower
wattage fluorescent lamps
in the existing fixtures 77.45 84.19
jJ-q • ,',fl'i' 0
Switch outdoor~f1oodlight_
f±~OL~ to high pressure
sodium.rightf4~~ 650.00 240.30
Switch rate schedule from
PLl to commercial rate 0.00 484.67
Place photosensors on
outside security lights
and motel sign 105.00 215.54
Use solar water heater
with exchanger 3120.00 4149.36
Use flow restricto~
for showerheads 54.00 538.19
Reduce temperature of













Details of Energy Audit Survey
Energy management is the judicious and effective use of
energy to improve profits (reduced cost) and enh nce
competitive positions. Enlightened management in energy
intensive plants will take the reguisi te action to prov ide
the necessary organization, funding and environment with
which energy waste can be identified and minimized, energy
related costs can be reduced, and energy resources can be
12
managed, all in a cost effective mnner.
An energy audit was done at the El Sol Motel on
September 1, 1983. In this survey, potential en rgy
conservation opportuni ties (ECO's) were Ulsted and reviewed
by the team, prior to any detail analysis. For those ECO
calculations, all utility bills and other fuel bills for
the previous year (1982), weather data for the same period,
occupancy rate, number of available rooms, record of space
occupancy, sizes of different types of rooms, and facility
as built drawings were collected.
Team members studied the as built drawfngs to
thoroughly familiarize themselves with the motel, and plot
the energy consumption records of the electrical cost,
electrical consumption, natural gas cost, natural gas
consumption, total energy consumption, and total energy cost
(Figures 5 through 10, respectively). Table II shows the
energy consumption and cost.
In the following, the results of the analysis are
presented. First, a summary of the results is shown. 'Then
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TABLE II
ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND COST
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..
Gas Elect. Gas Elect. Total Total
Mo. MMBTU MMBTU Cost Cost MMBTU Cost
N 340.30 38.48 1171.72 609.85 378.78 1781.57
D 289.20 47.68 995.77 921.05 336.88 1916.82
J 511.30 52.83 1760.50 1021.04 564.13 2781.54
F 275.40 27.18 1018.81 592.32 302.58 1610.93
M 226.30 47.40 682.80 932.84 273.70 1825.64
A 179.10 54.64 282.00 1075.25 233.74 1357.25
M 82.30 61.88 340.36 1481.80 144.18 1822.l!6
J 90.90 104.31 385.76 2109.09 195.21 2494.85
J 71.90 173.09 300.84 3304.02 244.99 3604.86
A 66.70 78.10 283.14 1820.95 144.80 2104.09
S 88.50 67.65 377.83 1495.50 156.15 1873 .. 33
0 204 .. 20 44.81 840.40 1008 .. 75 249.11 1849.15
314.10 39.54 1272.90 901.75 353 .. 64 2174.65
D 320.60 39.87 1270.05 900.92 360.47 2170.97
J 366.60 35.65 1466.42 799.41 402.25 2265.83
F 232 .. 20 34.98 985.75 784.20 267.18 1769.95
20
ECO #1
TITLE: Switch bug light from 60W to 25W.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
25W bug light bulbs are available as replacements for-
the 60W bulbs. They consume considerably less energy
and yield the required light levels. The 25W bug light
bulbs are direct replacements and need no modification
or adjustment in fixtures. This ECO can be easily
implemented by replacing regular 25W bulbs at the end
of their life by equivalent energy efficient ones. The
payback period is short.
REQUIRED DATA:
...
1 • cost of electricity





























CALCULATIONS (for energy & $ saving):
1. Effective cost of electricity:
= 1.10 (cost of electr iei ty) + 1.05 (cost of fuel
adjustment factor change)
= $0.035BO + $0.00408
= $O.0399/KWH
2. Saving in energy charge:
= [(no. of lamps in use} (existing watts/lamp -




= (saving in energy charge) (effective cost of
electricity)
= (8,303.75 KWH/yr) ($O.0399/KWH)
= $33l.32/yr
4. Saving in energy (BTU's)
= (saving in energy KWH/hr) (conversion factoc)
= (8,303.75 KWH/yr) (3,413 BTU/KWH)
= 28.34 X 106 BTU/yr
IMPLEMENTATION COST:
1. Incremental annual cost for lamp replacement:
Management can take care of this by ordering 25
watt lamps instead of the 60 watt lamps as
existing bulbs fail and need replac,ement.
Therefore, the total in,cremental cost of
replac,ement
= (no. of lamps in use) (cost/proposed lamp -
cost/existing lamp)










Note: It is worth mentioning that cleaning dirt off
the lamps increases the lighting level.
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ECO #2
TITLE: Use higher efficiency, lower wattage fluorescent
lamps in the existing fixtures.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Energy efficient fluorescent bulbs are available as
replacements for the standard bulbs. They consume
considerably less energy, but yield approximately the
same light level. The energy effici'ent lamps are
direct replacements and need no modifi.caion of
adjustment in fixtures. This ECO can be easily
implemented by replacing your regUlar fluorescent lamps
at the end of their life by their equivalent energy
efficient ones. The incremental costs of buying the
new ones are not at all high, but the savings in energy
and dollars are quite attractive. The payback period
is short.
REQ'UIRED DATA:
Present system of regUlar fluorescent lighting:
F40/CW (40 watts)
Total number - 85




Total Number - 24
Life - 12,000 hra
Lumens/lamp - 6,300
Cost/lamp - $4.25
Proposed system of energy efficient fluorescent lighting:
F40/CW/RS/SS (35 watts)
Total number - 85




Total Number - 24




Fuel cost adjustment factor charge
Operating hours:
for 40 watts bulb = 2,500 hrs/yr
for 75 watts bulb = 3,000 hrs/yr





1. Effective cost of electricity:
= 1.11 (KWH consumption charge) + 1.05 (fuel cost
adjustment factor charge)
= 1.11{$0.03255/KWH> + I.OS{$O.,00388 KWH)
= $0.0399 KWH
2. Saving in energy change:
= [(no. of lamps in use) (existing watts/lamp -
proposed watts/lamp) X "1 KW/IOOO watts} JI
(hours of operation)
= [(85 lamps X 0.80*) (40 watts/lamp -
35 watts/lamp) (1 KW/lOOO watts)J (2,500 hrs!yr) +
[(24 lamps) (75 watts/lamp - 60 watts/lamp)
(1 KW/IOOO watts) (3,500 hrs/yr)]
= [(850 KWH/yr) + (1,260 KWH/yr)]
= 2,110 KWH/yr
3. Dollar saving:
= (saving in energy change) (effective cost of
electr ici ty)
= (2,110 KWfl/yr) ($0.0399/KWH)
= $84.19/yr
* Includes average occupancy rate plus some bulbs run
for longer periods.
2
4. Savings in BTU's
= (KWH saving/yr) <conversion factor)
= (2,110 KWH/yr) (3,412 BTU/KWH)
= 7.2 X 106 BTU/yr
IMPLEMENTATION COST:
The implementation cost for this ECO is based on
incremental cost basis. Energy efficient lights c n be
used as existing bulbs fail and need replacement.
Therefore, total incremental cost of replacement:
= (no. of lamps in use) (cost/proposed lamp
cost/existing lamp)
= [(85 lamps) ($2.50/1amp - ·$1.73/1amp)] +
[(24 lamps) ($4.75/1amp - $4.25/1amp)]








Note: Management coulCl ini.tiate lamp maint: _nanc
program. It is worth mentioning that cl :l!aning




TITLE: Switch outdoor floodlight fixture to high pressure
sodium light fixture
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Switching from one light source to a more efficient
source is always recommended if economically justified
because this results in large energy savings in
addition to improved general lighting condition. Table
III gives a comparative pictorial of the most commonly
used light sources and their various characteristics.
These factors do enter into consideration whenever a
decision is made to switch from one source of Jight to
a more efficient one. The high pressure sodium lamps
have a high lamp efficiency and also have excellent





Present system of lighting:

















Proposed system of lighting:














1. Effective cost of electricity:
= 1.11 (KWH consumption charge) + 1.05 (fuel cost
adjustment factor charge)
= 1.11($0.03255/KWH) + 1.05($0.00388 KWH)
'- $ 0 • 03 99 KWH
2. Saving in energy change:
'- (existing KW - proposed KW) (operation hours)
= [(no. of lamps in use) (watts/lamp)
(1 KW/IOOO watts) - (no. of lamps propo ed)
(watts/lamp) (1 KW/IOOO watts)] (operation hr/yr)
,- [(16) (ISO watts/lamps) (1 KW/lOOO watts) - (5)
(150 watts/lamp) (1 KW/IOOO watts) (3650 hI./yr)
= 6022.5 KWH/yr
3. Dollar saving:
= (saving in energy change) (effective cost of
electr icity)
- (6022.5 KWH/yr) ($0.0399/KWH)
= $240.30/yr
4. Saving in energy (BTU's)
= (saving in energy KWH/yr) (conversion factor)
= (5840 KWH/yr) (3412 BTU/KWH)
= 19.93 X 106 BTU/yr
IMPLEMEN'l'ATION COST:
1. Labor cost = $102.00
2. Replacement cost:
= (no. of lamps in use) ($ cost/lamp)




= total cost of replacement/(total $ savings/yr)
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TITLE: Switch rate schedules from PLl to commerci 1 rates
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Although this ECO saves no electricity, there is
substantial opportuni ty for dollar savings. Appro i-
mately 12 months ago, the company was switched from
commercial to PLI. The commercial rate has no demand
charge, but the energy charge ($ KWH) is 80% higher::
than the energy charge of PLI. The best historical
data was used, but it should be understood that the
audit team could only assume that these conditions
would prevail in the future.
REQUIRED DATA:






on peak: $449 for first 75 KW + $4.97/additional KW
off peak: $283 for first 75 KW + $3.29/additional KW
Customer charge: $115.00


























1. Power Electric Rate Calculation:
a) Customer charge = $115.00
b) Demand charge = $449.00
c) Consumption charge
- (consumption/month) ($O.02765/KWH)
= (24,400 KWH/month) ($) • 02765 KWH)
= $674.66/month
d) Fuel adjustment charge
= (fuel adjustment factor) (KWH/month)
= ($0.003BB/KWH) (24,400 KWH/month)
= $94.67/month
e) Surcharge cost
= (surcharge factor) ($ amount of
consumption/month + $ amount of demand/
month)
= (0.06) ($674.66/month + $449.00/month)
= $67.42
f) Tax
= (0.05) (customer charge + consumption cost
+ demand cost + surcharge cost + fuel
adjustment cost)
= (0.05) ($115.00 + $674.66 + $449.00 +
$ 67 .42 + $ 94.67)
= $70.03
g) Total cost/month
= customer charge + demand charge +
consumption charge + surcharge + FA cost
+ tax
= ($115.00 + $449.00 + $674.66 + $67.42
+ $94.67 + $70.03)
= $1470.78/month
h) for off peak calculation, we have to use
off peak rate schedule
2. Commercial electric rate calculation:
a) Fuel adjustment cost
= (fuel adjustment charge) (consumption/
month)
= ($0.00388/KWH) (24,400 KWH/month)
= $94.67/month
b) Consumption charge
= first (2000 KWH) ($0.07729) = $154.58
+ next (22,400 KWH) ($0.06312) = $1413.89
= $1568.47
c) Surcharge cost
= (surcharge factor) (consumption charge)





= (tax rate) (consumption charge + FA charge
+ surcharge + min. charge)
= (0.05) ($1568.47 + $"9 .67 + $'94.11 + $6.20)
= $88.17
e) Total charge
= (consumption charge + FA charge +
surcharge cost + tax + min. charge)
= ($1568.47 + $94.67 + $9 .11 + $88.17 +
$6.20)
= $1851.62
3. Difference between power electric and commercial
rate:
= PL1 rate cost - commercial rate cost
= $1470.78 - $1851.62
= -$380.84
4. Total savings per year (see Table IV)
IMPLEMENTATION COST:
There is no cost because the management can chang_ rate
schedules anytime for at least a 12 month period.
PAYBACK:
Since there is n,o implementation cost, pa.yback is
immediate.
TABL,E IV
COMPARISON OF PL1 AND COMMERCIAL RATE FOR EL SOL MOTEL
34
Consumption
in KWH Month PL1 Commercial Savings
12,200 June 1982 1011.29 910.44 100.85
18,000 JUly 1177 .53 1305.70 -128.17
24,400 August 1470.78 1851.62 -380.84
12,800 September 1043.28 966.09 77.19
11,200 October 990.65 850.38 140.27
10,400 November 794.56 679.08 115.48
10,200 December 782.67 688.11 94.56
11,600 January 19'83 825.58 742.36 83.22
10,200 February 780.28 685.83 94.45
10,200 March 783.53 688.93 94.60
13,600 April 920.07 890.92 29.15
8,600 May 741.02 577.1;:1 163.87
TOTAL SAVINGS $484.67
Figure 11. Electrical Rate Schedules
35
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ELECTRICAL RATE EFFECTl\lI ON ALL B,ILLINGS AFTER HAY 19, 1982
Commercial GS - 1
(A) ON PEAK:
III First 2000 KHH per month - Multiply l\.'"WH x .07729<:-
#2 All additional ~~~ per month ~ Multiply ~~ x .06312<;.
#3 Multiply total of line #] and #2 x 1.06 (6% surcharge)
#4 Multiply total KWH x fuel adjustment
us Add monthly chargB of $6.20
#6 Multiply total of Lines #3, #4, and Us x 1.05 (5% tax)
(B) OFF PEAK:
#1 First 2000 KWH per month -- Multiply KWli x .06716¢
#2 All additional KWH ptar. month -- Nul.tiply 11YH x .O~ 80e
D3 Nultiply total of lines It 1 and tt2 x 1.06 (6Z &uI:chrge.)
114 Multiply total K1.}!I x.·,fu I adjustrnnt -
#5 Add monthly char e of $6.20
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General Se~vice Rat GS
EF?E:Tli1~ n:: All territory ser-v d.
AVAIL~g!LIT~: Alternating current f r use other than a residential
d·...'el H)~ unl t. Se!:'"vic~ will be rendered at one loc tic. at on-:
voltage: For service at transmission voltag , se Po~er and Light
Rate schedule. 0rL~?&..;7<.,£.~,A-r '7';:: ?5k.W - (, .
No resale, breakdown, auxilia~y or supplementary se~vice per-
mitted. Where commercial and residential service are served
th~ough one meter, the General Service Rate shall apply to the
entire load.
RATE:
Customer Charge: $6.20 per bill per month.
LATE PAYl1EtlT C ,RGE: A la te payment charge in an amount equal to
one and one-half per cent (1 1/2t) of the total mount due on each
monthly bill as calculated und r the above rate will be add d if
the bill is not paid on or before the due date stated on the bill.














On-Peak Sea$on (OG&E revenue months of
fune' through October of any year~)
First 2000 kHh per month @7.729C per kl-lh
All Addi ti:mal k\'/h per month @6. 312~ per k\vh
Off-P~ak Season (OG&E revenue months of
Novereber of any year through Hay of the
succeeding yeat·.) ., .-
Fir t 2000 kHh per month @6.7l6¢ per khh
All Add i tional kl/h per mon th @5 .10 O~ per kHh
",
" :
MIllIl'W:'\ BILL: The minimum monthly bill shall be the Customer
Charge.
The Company shall specify a larger minimum monthly bill,
calculated in accordance with the Company's Allowable Expenditure
For~ula in it5 Terms and Conditions of Service on file with and
appr-ovcd by the Co~nissionr when nccc5sClry to j r;tify the



















The ra te as sta ted above is based upon an
ave~ase CC3~ 0: ~l.60 pe~ million Btu for the cost Of fuel burne'
at the CO~~3~Y's thermal gene~ating plants. The mont~ly ill as
ca!cula~e~ under the above ra~e shall be increased or decreased fo~
each k~h consu~ed by an a~ount com?uted in accordance with th
following for~ula:
F.A. = A x
p
x C + ---
S
Where F.A. = The fuel cost adjustment factor (expressed in
dollars per kWh) to be applied per kWh consu~ed.
'-
A = The weighted average Btu/k~h for net generation fro~
the Co~?ap.Y'5 ther~al plants duri g the second
calendar month preceding the end of the billing peric8
for which the kWh usage is billed.
B = The amount by which the average cost of fuel per
million Btu during the seC0n~ calendar month precedin~
the end of the billing p riod for which the kWh u 9
is billed exceeds or is 1 s than $1.60 p r million
Btu. Any cr dits, refunds or allow~ncas on previously
purchas~d fuel, r2ceived by the Camp ny from any
source shall be deduct d fro~ the cost of fuel bef re
calculating "B" e ch month.
c ~ The ratio (expressed decim~111) of the tot-l net
generati n froT;] all the Compaliy's tll l:mal pi nts
during th 'econd calendar month prec di.ng th end of
the billing p~riod for which the kWh ucag~ is billed
to the total net generation from all the Co"pany's
plants including hydro generation owned by th
Com?any, or kWh produced by hydro generation and
purchascJ by the Company, during the same period.
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Cost of po~~~ purcha ed by th Com-?ny fr m a cogen-
eration o~ S~ 11 pcwe~ r d' c~ion facilit ca cult~d
on the basis of the "buy-back" ra te estabi isne-d and
aF?ro-..tec b! the Co~:::ission ti,'?s the total khh pu~­
chased fro~ such facility or facilities during th
sec~nd calen~ar month preceding the end of the billing
period for which the kWh usage is billed.
S = Total kWh sales by the Company during the second cal-
endar month preceding the end of the billing period
for which the kWh usage is billed.
--.-.... ~ .....
FR..;!:C:HSS PJ.:~:~'lS!,T: Pursuant to Order No. 110730 and Rule 54 (a) of
Oreer No. 104932 of the Corporation ComIilission of Oklahoma, fran-
chise taxes or payments (based upcn a per cent of gross revenue) in
excess of 2% required by a franchise or other ordinance' approved by
the qualified electors of a municip-lity, to be paid by the Company
to the ~unicipality, will be aaced pro rata as a percentage of
charges fOL electric service, as a separate item, to the bills of
all consu~ers receiving service fro~ the Company within the corpo-
rate limits of the municipality exacting the said tax or payment.
~ ...
~' '.
T~~1: Open order. Seasonal chan es to oth r rate 5ch du es are
pro.libit.,,~:. The COJ,npAny may requiro:: a contr-:--t---or a ye-:'-i oi-.
lOnger, sUbject also to special minimum guar nte S, which may be
nece ssary in cases wa rran ted by spec ial circum ta nces or unlJSU lly - :~.. ,
.la~ge investments by the Company. Such special minimum gu rantees
shall be calculated in accordance with the Company's Allowatle
Ex pend i t u re Formu 1 a in its Ten,s and Cond i tiQns of Serv ice £i 1 d
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ECO #5
TITLE: Place photosensors on outside security lights and
motel sign
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The security lights on the outside of the building and
motel sign are on 10-12 hours a day. Photosensors
placed on these lights turn them off at daybreak and
turn them on again at dusk. This will reduce the
consumption cost and maybe the demand cost depending on
when the peak occurs.
REQUIRED DATA:
number of security lights 16
size of security lights (high pressure sodium) 150 watts
average hours saved per day 2 hour-
size of motel sign 5000 watt
cost of electricity $0.,03255/10'18
fuel adjustment charge $O.00388/KWH
cost of photosensor $20.00
CALCULATIONS:
1. Effective cost of electricity
= l.lOCcost of electricity) + 1.05(cost of fuel
adjustment factor charge)
= l.lO($O.03255/KWH) + 1.05($O.00388/KWH)
= $O.0399/KWH
41
2. Saving in KW~
= (no. of security lights) (power consumed) +
(no. of motel signs) (power consumed)
= Cl6) (150/1000 KW) + Cl) (5000/1000 KW)
= 7.4 KW
3. Saving in KWH:
= (saving in KW) (hours/day) (days/year)
= (7.40)(2 hrs/day) (365 days/yr)
= 5402 KWH/yr
4. Saving in BTU's:
= (saving in KWH) (conversion factor)
= (S402 KWH/yr) (3413 BTU/KWH)
= 18.44 X 106 BTU/yr
5. Dollar saving in consumption:
= (saving in KWH) (effective cost of electricity)
= (5402 KWH/yr) ($O.0399/KW'H)
= $,215.54*
*If pe a kin g 0 ccur s be for the Bigns a r .
turned on, there would be some demand
savings, also.
IMPLEMENTATION COST:
An arrangement that allows the eight light fixtures to
be banked together into the photosensor and one for
photosensor for motel sign. Therefore, implementation
cost
= (no. of photosensors) (cost of photosensor) +
(no. of sensor) (average hra to install)
(cost/hr labor)
= (3){$20.00) + (3)(1 hr)($l5.00/hr)










T'ITLE: Use of solar water heaters with heat exchangeJrs
EXECUT]VE SUMMARY:
Solar water heaters are available in different sizes.
This saves direct gas consumption. However, solar
water heaters are expensive. For El Sol, storage tanks
are available, so payback will be faster. Also, there
is a 30% savings due to an investment tax credit on
solar water heaters.
REQUIRED DATA:
average hot water consumption
current gas consumption per year
hours of operation
natural gas cost-
electricity cost for cold days (assurn~d)
investment tax credit
CALCULATIONS:
1. Gas consumption charge:
15 gal/day/person





= (gas consumption/year) (natural gas coat)
= (1080 X 106 BTU/year) ($3.842/106 BTU)
= $4149.36
2. Dollars saved by installing solar water heater
= gas consump~ion charge - electricity charge for
cloudy days
*There is a possibility of savings in electr~city cost
since gas heaters are available at El Sol which could be
used for cloudy days.
4
= $4149.36 - $1000
= $3149.36
3. Number of gallons of hot water used p r year
= (no. of gal/person-day) (no. of people/yr)
= (15 gal/person) (17,885 people/yr)
= 268,275 gallons/year
IMPLEMENTATION COST:
solar collectors with two panels
two storage tanks (used current ones)
two glass-lined tanks (SUN-lOO)
3 ft insulation cost




= material cost + installation cost









= cost of sola~ heater/($ saving/yr + $ saved due to
tax credit)
= $3120.00/[$3149.36/yr + (0.30)($3120.00)
= $3120/($3149.36 + $936.00)
= 0.764 years
Figure 12. Details for Solar Water Heaters
With Heat Exchangers
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HERFS HOW THE A. 0 SMITH CONSERVATIONIST
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MODEL CAPACITY U.S. GALLONS A B C E APPAOX. SHIF'. WT. ~LBS.)
SUN-82 82 56 28 48 4 1/4 235
SUN-l00 100 65 7/8 28 57 7/8 4 1/4 2.50
SlIN-120 120 69 30 61 53/4 340









































SOLAR WATER HEATERS WI H EXCHANGERS
Nos. SUN-82. 10 ''!O
).Smith Conservationist Solar electric water heaters
heal exchangers are designed to provide the ulti-
in storage for your water heating system. Energy
• 9 features of the A. O. Smith CONSERVATIONIST n ..
., heaters are incorporated into these models to
,'mize efficiencies.
HURES
ISS·lINED TANK - Avai lable in three stzes, 82,
and 120 gallion capacity. All internal surfaces
coated with glass especially developed for water
ler use. Tanks have working pressure of 150 psi;
t pressure 300 psi.
IONA T... HEAT EXCHANGER - Type L copper tub-
s used in a tube within tube design providing the
hie wal' type exchanger required by solar codes
:n a non-iPotable solut ion is used as heat transfer
d. while maintaining the exceflent heat transfer
racteristics of copper. The heat exchangers are of
Immersion type and replaceable lor maximum heat
Isler and ease of mai ntenance. Two heat eXchang-
are standard; two additional heat exchangers are
ional.
FERENTlAl CONTROL - Provides control of circu-
, t~rn og on circulator Vvhen temperature difference
leen panel temperature and tank temperature exceed
- and turning off cilrculator when temperature differ-
I is less than 3"F. Control is factory mounted to
Qver and pre-wired to circulator and tank sensor.
lENIX N ELEMENT - Incolay sheath combined with
ic terminal block and highest quality nichrome
I prOVide the ultimate in electrical heating 01 do-
Iic hot water. The eleme!ll- is-,oc~ed in ue,e..er
Q.L Ian to provide reservecapacTtTol heated
["jar c ouay da~--- -----
~ -
:RGY SAVING INSULATION - Tank is insulated with
same high density insulation used in the A. O.
h CONSERV AT IONIST T... water heaters. Stand-by
jency has been further improved through the use
an extra thick blanket of fiberglass insulation - 3
~s • whic surrounds the tank. Stored heat energy
Obtained longer and wasteful loss 01 heat to the
M is reduced. The R-factor is 12. .
,PHRAGM EXPANSION TANK· Provided to handle ex-
sion of heat transfer fluid in closed loop circula-
i line. Tank is factory mounted on top of heater.
is precharged to 12 psi; maximum working pres-
e·75 psi; test pressure· 150 psi.
:CULAfOR - Variable head, water lubricated. 1/20
circulator factory mounted and wired to differential
Iro\. Isolation valves provided standard for ease of




A. O. Smith CONSERVATIONIST 1M models bear
this label:
A represenhtive p,roduet .ampl. of thl. model,
ha. been telted in accordance with ASHRAE
Standard 90-75.
OTHER STANDARD FEATURES
• Jacket has baked enamel linish over galvanized
undercoat. Color coded circuitry lor ease of mainte-
nance. Adjustable thermostat, UL rated lor 100,000
cycling· check valve • Two magnesium anodes •
Brass drain valve
OPTIONAL
• Two additional Corona heat exchangers
• 1/12 HP circulator
LIMITED WARRANTY OUTLINE
If the tank. should leak ny time during the
first five yeilrs, under the terms of the war-
ranty, A. O. Smith will lurnish a replacement
equivalent model: inslc-Ilation. labor, hand-
ling and local delivery extra. When used com-
mercially, warr nly is for one year. This out-
line is not a arranty. For complete informa-
tion. c~ult the written warranty or A, O.
Smith Consumer Prodllcts DiVision.
6:1980 Price suhject to change without notice.






~VER - Single gla,zing: special low iron glass, 1/8 inches
I 'pe.ed. Transmissivity ~ 90.5 percent.
~RBER CONTAINER - Sides, aluminum extrusior1;
alu inum sfleet.
il SPACE BETWEEN COVER AND ABSORBER - Ap·
roxi ately 1 inch.
/lfATHEAPROOFING - This module can be placed out in
weather without need for further weatherproofing.
:INISH ON ALUMINUM SIDES OF CONTAINE"
, ndard mill finish.
llMENSIONS OF SURFACE-MOUNTED MODULE .
lItside dimensions overall: 35 inches wide X 77 inche~
X 4 1/2 inches thick. Gross collector area = 18.6 Ft.
IBSORBER . Copper sheet: 0.032 inches thiclc Selective
-ck chrome surface. Durable to 400oF. Copper tubes:
inch nominal, 5 1/2 inches on center. Tube pattern:
'. Tubes are inflated under pressure into single, solid
et of copper. Manifolds: 1/2 inch nominal. (5/8 in
'D.l Connection to external piping: 1/2 inch. Manifold/
~ pressure tested before leaving factory to 150 psig.
5psig working pressure.
~SULATION BEHJNID ABSORBER - 3 1/2 inch thick-
temperature glass fiber (compressed I. R = 10.2
,(oF. Hr/Btu.
ETHOD OF ANtCHORING - Model NSC·186 CON·
: AT ONtST collectors are oHered with a eh of
10 rnou ting systems:
Integral flange for installing the collector to a roof which
5 the correct tilt angle. The collector is positioned
frtically with the long dimension at a right angle to the
mounti Ql sur hice.
Adjustable position for install ing the collector on a
I rface wh-ch does not have the correct ti t angle. This
I IUdes sloped or flat roofs and on·ground installations.
he long or short collector dimension may be installed
II the right angle to the mounting surface. The pa s
emade of aluminum or stainless steel.
:RFORMANCE FACTORS - Based on Gross Area of
6Ft. 2.,
treept, FR I 7« ) '" 0.71 B
SCoefficient, FRU L =0.849
e t Angle Modifier, Ka,,..= 1.014 - 0.092 [col", e - 1J
I ASHRAE 93·77 Analysis of the efficiency dat re-
in the following second order equ tion:
[
T-. T ]
: 0.710 - 0.664 ~T a - 0.422'
WEIGHT PER MODULE - 90 pounds, ~illed; 88 POUI1ds,
empty. (NOTE: The liquid in ~he collector is, equal to 0.2,8
gallons or 2.33 pounds).
COLLECTOR COOLANT - Cootant should be water!
propylene glycol mixtur. It'~ important that he pH be
contr lied between 6.5 and 9.
UMIITED WARRANTY OUTLINE
If the panel should leak any time dUting the first
five ye rs, under th ttlrm~ of lhe, rran '1', A. O.
Smith ill furnis' d replac ment p nel. in -allation,
labor. h ndllng CI .d I _01 deli cry "If. This outl'n
is 1'\ t Wdff nlV. F r co Ie _ inform tion, cons It
th-'I';t en ~ Jrr my or O. Smnh Consu
Pro UCl Di is. r:.




















Prices subject to chang without notice. May 16. 19
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Ece #7
TITLE: Use flow restrictor for showerhead
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
There 1s great potential saving of energy by reducing
hot water usage. This can easily be accomplished by
installing flow restrictors in the showerheads. By
Installing flow restrictors, the motel will save energy
and water.
REQUIRED DATA:
water production of shower head
average shower length
number of shower heads
water temperature - cold
hot
average occupancy per year
single occupancy
double occupancy
efficiency of water heater
% hot water
water reduced due to restrictor













1. Number of times showerhead used per day:
= [(no. of showerheads) (average occupancy)
(% single) + (no. of showerheads) (average
occupancy) (% double)(2)]
= [( 60) (0.65) 90 .75) + (60) (0.65) (0.25) (2) ]
= 49
2. Number of showers per year:
= (no. of showers/day) (no. of days/yr)
= (49 showers/day) (365)
= 17,885
3. Gallons of water saved per year:
= (no. of showers/yr) (average time shower used) X
(water saved due to restrictor/min)
= (17.885 showers/yr) (5 min/shower) (2 gal/min)
= 178,850 gallons/year
4. Dollar savings per year:
= (no. of gals. saved/yr) (cost/gal)
= (178,850 gal/yr) ($1.D5/100iO gal)
= $187.80/year
Energy Savings:
5. Hot water saved:
= (gals. of water saved) (% hot water used In mix)
= (178,850 gallons) (O.65)
= 116,253 gallons
6. Energy saving (BTU/year):
= (no. of gals.) ( T) (l/EFF) (1 BTU/llbm-oF)
(8.33 Ibm/gal)
= (116,253) (140 0 -60 o )P(1/O.85) (1 BTU/1 Ibm-OF)
"8.33 Ibm/gal>
= 91.2 X 106 BTU/year
7. Dollar savings per year:
= (BTU saved) (cost/BTU)
= (91.20 X 10 6 ) ($3.842/10 6 BTU)
= $350.39/year
8. Total savings:
= water savings + energy savings
= $187.80 + $350.39
= $538.19
IMPLEMENTATION COST:










TITLE: Reduce temperature of hot water heater in the rooms
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The domestic hot water temperature of rooms was found
to be hotter than required. Energy savings are
possible through reduction of water temperature to
approximately 115° F. The payback is immediate since
the only investment is the time required to r,eset the
hot water tank temperatures.
REQUIRED DATA:
current hot water temperature
proposed hot water temperature
number of people per year








1. Estimated energy savings:
= (no. of people/yr) (average water consumption)
(1 BTU/Ibm-OF) (8.33 Ibm/gal) (current temperature
- proposed temperature)
= (17,885 people) (15 gal/person-day) (1 BTU/Ibm-oF)
(8.33 Ibm/gal) (140°F-115°F)
= 55.87 X 106 BTU/year
2. Dollar savings:
= (BTU saved/yr) (cost/MCF) (conversion factor)





immediate (no investment required)
56
SUMMARY OF ECO #6, #7, AND #8
ECO 17 (use of flow restrictors) and ECO 18 (reduced
temperature of hot water heater) can be done easily.
Management should not simply add the savings.
Assume EeO #8 is done first.
current gas consumption cost reduced
= current gas cost - $ saving in ECO #8
= $4149.36 - $214.65
= $3934.71
Then, ECO #7 is done.
gas cost
= reduced gas cost - $ savings in BCO '7
= $3934.71 - $350.39
= $3584.32
The company can use this gas cost for solar water
heater ECO calculation. This will result in an increased
payback period. Similarly, gas consumption BTU's are
reduced to 932.93 X 106 BTU/year.
51
ECG ,g
TITLE: Install weatherstripping on the doors
EXECU~IVE SUMMARY:
Cracks around the doors in the conditioned space allow
infiltration of outside air. This results in an
additional requirement of energy to maintain desired
temperature during both summer and winter. The loss of
energy can be prevented by adding weatherstripping












cost of natural gas
cost of electricity
314 ft on bottom, 1/4" on one
side edge and top edge
36 ft X 75"
4 MPH (winter)
2 MPH (summer>
68 0 p (winter)
7So F (summer)











1. Saving in energy (summer)
= (area) (wind velocity) (temperature difference)
(hrs of operation/yr) (specific heat of air)
(density of air) (1/cooling unit efficiency)
(conversion factor) (no. of doors)
= (0.38 ft 2/door) (2 mi/hr) (9°F) (1200 hrs/yr)
(0.24 BTU/Ibm-oF) (0.075 Ibm-OF) (1/3) (5280 ft/hr)
(32 doors)
= 8.328 X 106 BTU/year
2. Saving in dollars
= (energy saving in BTU/yr) (conversion factor)
(cost of electricity)
= (8.328 X 106 BTU/yr) (1 KWB/3412 BTU)
($0.03623/KWB)
= $88.43
3. Saving in energy (winter)
= (area) (wind velocity) (temperature difference)
(hrs of operation/yr) (specific heat of " ir)
(density of air) (l/heating unit efficiency)
(conversion factor) (no. of doors)
= (0.38 ft 2/door) (4 rol/hr) (7°F) (900 hrs/yr)
(0.24 BTU/Ibm-OF) (0.075 Ibm-oF) (1/0.8)
(5280 ft/hr) (32 doors)
= 36.434 X 106 BTU/year
4. Saving in dollars
= (energy saving in BTU/yr) (natural gas cost)
= (36.434 X 106 BTO/yr) ($3.842/106BTU)
= $139.98
5. Total dollar savings
= $ savings in winter + $ savings in summer
= $139.98 + $88.43
= $228.. 41
S9
6. Total energy savings
= energy savings in winter + energy savings in
summer
= (36.434 X 106 BTU/yr) + (8.328 X 106 BTU/yr)
= 44.76 X 106 BTU/yr
IMPLEMENTATION COST:
1. Door strip for bottom of door (including
installation)
= $2.75/door
2. Side weatherstrip cost
= $3.00/door (material' + $1.50/door (installment)
= $4.50/door
3. Total implementation cost
= (no. of doors) (weatherstrip cost for bottom of
door) + (no. of doors) (weatherstrip cost for
side of door)
= (32 doors) ($2.75/door) + <32 doors) ($4.50/door)









TITLE: Thermal insulation of hot water heaters, storage
tanks, and pipelines
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Thermal insulation plays a key role in the overall
energy management picture. It is important to consider
that by using insulation, the entire energy
requirements of a system are reduced. Most insulation
systems reduce the unwanted heat transfer, either loss .
or gain, by at least 90% as compared to uninsulated
systems. Since the insulation system is so vital to
energy efficient operations, the proper selection and
application of that system is very important.
REQUIRED DATA:
All data shown in Table V (Input for Hot Water Tanks,
Line and Storage Tanks).
CALCULATIONS:
See information in Table VI (Undiscount d Payback
Calculations) •
IMPLEMENTATION COST:
= hot water line cost + two hot water tank costs + two
storage tanks costs
= $25.00 + $32.25 + $18.24 + $38.00 + $38.00
= $151.49
PAYBACK:




INPUT FOR HOT WATER TANKS, LINE, AND STORAGE TANKS
Heating
Length! Degree
Height Surface Ambient Hours of 'lID = ijours =
Sr. Name of of Pipe! Diameter Temp. Temp. Operation Ts+95 (Tg-Ta)
No •. Installation Tank of Pipe Ts (Op) Ta (Op) Per Year 2 Brs. Oper. Ra K
1 Hot Water Tank U 52" 30" 108 80 8760 101.5 245,280 0.518 0.252
2 Hot Water Tank #2 32" 27.5f! ll2 80 8760 104.5 280,320 0.518 0.252
3 Hot Water Line 25' 1" 106 80 8760 100.5 227,760 0.52 0.251
4 Storage Tank 11 60" 30.6" 106 80 8760 100.5 227,760 0.52 0.252






Length Optinu.ID\ B'IU MB'lU Net Installed Total Payback
of Pipe 'Ihickness saved saved Dollar Cost in Insta11- Yea.r
in Ft. or Insul- Per Ft. (4) (2) Savings $ Per Ft. ation (8) / (6)
area to 1ation or Sq. Per Ye,ar or Sq. Ft. Cost in $
be Insu1- Fran Ft. (5) X (7) (2)
Name of ated in Outp.1t $3.842/MCF)
No. Installation Sq. Ft.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
~
1 Hot Water Tank t 1 33.95 1.5 544,506.8 l8.49X106 71.04 0.95 32.25 0.45
2 Hot Water Tank 12 19.20 1.5 620,998.4 1l.93X106 45.84 0.95 18.24 0.398
3 Hot Water Line 25' 0.5 97,909 2.45X106 9.42 1.0 25.00 2.65
4 Storage Tank #1 40 1.5 503,513.3 20.14Xl06 77.38 0.95 38.00 0.491
5 Storage Tank #2 40 1.5 503,513.3 20.14X106 77.38 0.95 38.00 0.491
'roI'AL 73.15X106 281.06 151.49 0.5






TITLE: Night setback for the Lounge and Dining Room Ar a
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Energy and therefore dollar savings can be realized by
using night setback. This can easily be done by
installing a seven day, 24 hours/day programmable
automatic night setback timer to, control the'
thermostats. During the heating season, a timer can
set the temperature at 72 0 p for normal working hours
and at S70p during unoccupied hours. Since the air
handling units would be heating to a lower temperature,
less energy would be used. For your system of present
operating conditions, calculations have been made to
show savings during the heating season. However, total
savings could be even g rea ter, depending upon the

















1. For 3600 heating degree-days and 15 0 p of setback
and for your prese~t average heating consumption of
28,000 BTU/yr-ft , f~gure 15 shows an energy
savings of 14,000 B'TU/ft-yr.
* . . 4Determlne from Flgure 1 •
pz
64
2. The actual annual energy savings would, therefore,
be
= (energy savings ~ead from graph) (conditioned
space area}
== (14,000 BTO/ft2-yr) 02,500 ft 2)
= 115 X 106 BTU/year
3. Dollar sav1ngs in natural gas
= (annual energy savings) (cost of natural gas)
= (}75 X 1,06 BTU/yr)" $3.842/106 BTU)
= $672.35/year
IMPLEMENTATION COST:
1. Instrument for your system:






= instrument cost + labor cost




= total cost/annual savings
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Figure 15. Heating Energy Saved
by Night Setback
Fie h , .. e ~ in S.!I e Of ' r
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Source: Guidel ines for S.Jving Energy l,n EXisting
Buildings, ECH-l. FEA. 1975.
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Eeo 112
TITLE: Heat recovery from chilling equipment to preheat
dish machine and laundry washing machine water
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The mechanical refrigeration process is a thermodynamic
cycle in which heat is absorbed during one part of the
cycle and rejected during another part of the cycle.
Traditionally, the heat is removed through the
thermodynamic cycle by rejecting it to the atmosphere
using an evaporative cooling tower, a dry cooling
tower, or a fan coil condensor. This rejected heat is
wasted energy. By replacing the condensor with a heat
exchange system, the waste heat of the refrigeration
cycle can be used to heat water. This ECO examines the
savings potential of installing a heat exchanger to
capture the waste heat of refrigeration gases for the 1
1/2 hp walk-in chiller.
REQUIRED DATA:
water temperature
temperature increase provided by heat
exchanger system 540 F
*water consumption 1040 gallons/ ay
*based on 200 ga1lon/hr for dish machine and
60 gallon/hr for washing machine
hours of operation - dish machine
washing machine




*discharge rate 60,000 BTU/hp/hr
*based on specification per Mr. Weinbeck of
Energy Extender (types of walk-ins)
run time 12 hours/day
natural gas cost S3.842/MCF
heater efficiency
CALCULATIONS:
1. Amount of recoverable energy
0.80
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= (discharge rate of walk-in) {run time of walk-in}
(size of walk-in)
= (60,000 BTU/hp/hr) (12 hrs/day) (1.5 hpJ
= 1,080,000 BTU/day at 121°F
2. Saving in energy
= (amount of recoverable energy) Cl/efficiency of
heater) (days/year)
= Cl,080,000 BTU/day) Cl/0.8) (365 days/yr)
= 492.75 X 106 BTU/year
3. Saving in dollars
= (BTU saved/year) (natural gas cost)




80 gallon storage tank
assorted copper fittings, valves,
insulation, and extra refrigerant











Figure 16. Energy for Irot Water From Refrigeration
or Air Conditioning Equipment
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from refrigeration or





Cl3ss.fied for use Wlrh
or air condi·
ItJ,l , up to 5 ton
R:22, R5021
I ;er!l~ EXl, 'er is a lrademar:k for
'. heat recovery nil manutac-
~ ySohnelder Me af Manufacturing
Inc, Mason City•. Iowa 5().4{) 1.
Essentially, the Energy Extender is a heat exchanger,
which tra sfers waste heat from connected refrigera-
tion or air conditioning equipment to the water heating
system... therefore reducing the cost of heating water.
The Energy Extender reduces air conditioning load in
areas where air-cooled refrigeration is used, and
lowers the operating and maintenance costs of air-
cooled refrigeration equipment, as well as water
heaters. When used with one-pass water-cooled sys-
tems, the Energy Ex1ender significantly reduces water
consumption, therefore wa~er and sewage costs.
The highly efficient Energy Extender has proven it can
pay for itself in less than a year, depending on the
current installation and local utility rates. It also
qualifies for a 10% Federal energy tax credit.
The UL Classified Energy Extender heat recovery
system reduces energy costs for virtually any large
volume user of hot water: restaurants, hotel/motels,
laundries. hospitals, nursing homes, dairies,








Eight models are available, all UL Classified for use
with any manufacturer's refrigerat'on or air condition-
ing system up to 15 ton (R12, R22, R502). They may
be used with a remote condenser and either air- or
water-cooled condensers. Tank models require only 4
sq. ft. of floor space. Wall-hung models may be used
with the customer's own water storage tank or in
conjunction with a floor model Energy Extender.
Energy Extenders may be located anywhere between
the refrigeration or air conditioning and the water
heating system. Installation prooedure is similar to a
remote water-cooled condenser.
Some active sys'ems are equally prone to scaling
when the pump shuts off or water flow is rest 'cted in
order to prevent further water heating. Scaling tends
to form at the hottest spot as stagnant water continues
to pick up heat from the superheated refrigerant
circulating through the heat exchanger. This is pre-
vented by the continuous, turbulent flow of water




Patented system ,uses a double-walled and vented
exchanger to reclajm the heat of condensation as well
as that from desuperheating for 100% recovery of
compressor heat on equipment through 5 hp. Since
the heat of condensation can be up to 75% of heat
available, the Energy Extender is up to four times
more efficient than other types of refrigerant-to-water
heat exchangers on the market.
The Energy Extender controls maximum water tem-
perature through a refrigerant by-pass system. Conse-
quently, the water circulating pump runs continuously,
maintaining a turbulent flow of water at the rate of 2-5
gal.!min. This avoids scaling and clogs, and insures
I aximum heat transfer efficiency.
Scale buildup is the primary cause of inefficient
operation and system failure ill the two types of heat
exchangers available today. In passive systems, scale
can build up continuously on the heat exchange
Surface, due to the lack of water circulation
- especially when no wate.lI' is being drawn from
the system.
The Energy Products Division was formed as a
separate Division of Schneider Metal Manufacturing
Company in 1980 to market the Energy Extend r.
Schneider Metal is a 70 year old company, now in its
third generation as a family-owned business. The firm
is located at a plant built eight years ago in the Mason
City, Iowa Industrial Park.
Schneider Metal has nearly 25 years of experience
designing and building refrigeration equipment, pri-
marily ice-making equipment for its Ross-Temp Divi-
sion. The firm has also manufactured products for
such companies as Borg-Warner, General Electric,
General Motors, IBM, McGraw Edison, Western
Electric and Whirlpool.
Every Energy Extender is carefully inspected and
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Shipping information
WEIGHT SHIPPING WE. miT
SM·17 33lbs(14 k~) . 391" /17Hg)
SM·15 -36 Ibs (116 :1 kg) - 42 Ibs r 9 I,(g}
·80 Series SM-10 Series I ll'- r
- - r 'I l-.-8--Electrical IDatar '(j) I I
•__~-+-_~I_I l() g Power supP/;< , 115 vOl 60 Hz. 1 pl-
• ~ "- -- nomoai IJ\JI1ni- -, J tl -1----...... -1. t::=====~=- _ _SM'l~..:.:..:.:; .. :..:..:_•.:.::. 53WiiltS 1 amp- ~.-J L: 18¥.~ I SM·'S 63watt lamp
h--=~I==-ll=-=-.:-'-+-~--IIS.SI i ~{47.6}- SM·80 ..;-:".-- •• 63 . liP
11
I 5M·1O •. " 53 watt 1 mp,
SM-15 &_SM-17' I SM'8,2 290~atts 2.6ampS
5",,"·12 290 IN ns 2.6 mps
I D~~D ~~:~:: <~::. :~:ltS ~:~:~PS
' .. :L>- I ~ !:? Cord connecTed.
11'/",( ~M ' t-
~93) ;~=- l--f~t;)II----::1 1_5~~~~
2'1," ,
(5) I -p,lumbing connections
- (8M 80 Series) - ,
' ,
+++---'~'..s-I--~ Waler Inlet (ltom main) ...... , ... 11'l:t IPS.. SM·10 69 Ibs (31,1 kg). 791bs lJ5 6 k·g).
- ~ '~ID'--WaterOut1et (to'water hearer) .-.-t~ IPS 1- SM·80 300 lbs (~35 kgr- • 339 5 lOs t 52, 8 kg)
<o~ Tank drain (plugged) •.....•. , ... V.'/'PS. SM·1295lJs(432kg) 1051bs 473k.g)
-,...-,- ......~~I Pressure rellel port (capped) • rnale-plpe- SM·82326 Ibs (146 7~) .3655 lliS (\~ 5 kg)
~ 'Aefer to Joel, code I SM·13 95 Ibs (43 2 kgl 10SIbs ("73 I
- 3'18 - ~ _ _ __' ~ -SM-83326 ItJ6 loW 7 I«!) 365.5 I r1164,5c klili
l7 9) I ;;,. g (SM-10, 15, 17) I I i All models ava ble In !llandard bone l
23'1." I W t let ''"00·· ......' £ le'---- (59 - a er In .-.- .........••.... rr bak",~ ·erlamel "n J"
.11 Water outlet '....•.... '12" AD"
'C dimensions shown in parenthesIs
~ r:e II e'l~rs.
(SM-12, 13)
__ , _ Water i at ,., .•. , ,.... "00"
Water outlet ..........•...... ~f.·· aD;;"
SM-17 SM-15 SM·10 SM·80 SM-12 SM-82 SM·13 SM·83
sin capaci.ty .75 np 1 hp 3 hp 3 hp 5 hp 5 hp
perhealting capacity 4 hp 5 hp 15 hp 15 np
n9 model X X X X X
~ lank (302.8 liters) X X X
~~rant line size 1..,rl 5 / 11' '12" 'Ii' "/e" 'la' 11/8' 1 lie'~6
damps 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6
iacfuringl Co.. Inc reserves the rig. to ake ervg .oofil,1'19 i provements , nooc.e
further information contact the Energy Products Dtvision of Schneider Metal Mfg. Co, or
Sweet's BUYLlNE..
Energy Products D-ivision
Schneider Metal Manufacturing Co., Inc.
po.. Box 1588/2421 15th St. S.W.
Mason City~ Iowa 504011
Phone: 515/424-6150 Pa· 1427 4
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ECO #13
TITLE: Remove the existing motel sign and install energy
efficient sign
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
There is great potential savings by changing the
present sign for a new, attractive, modern, and energy
efficient sign. At present, the sign consumes more
power causing wastage of energy
REQUIRED DATA:
size of current sign
hours of operation
size of proposed sign
(34 watts fluorescent l]ght
cost of electricity
fuel adjustment charge
demand charge (min. 75 KW) - off peak
on peak
cost of electricity (commercial rate)











1. Effective cost of electricity
= 1.l(cost of electricity) + 1.OS(fnel adjustment
charge)
= l.1{$O.03255/KWH) + 1.05{$O.0388/KWB)
= $0.0399/KWH
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2. Energy consumption of present sign
= (size of sign) (hours of oper,ation/day)
(days/yea r)
= (5 KW) (12 hrs/day) (365 days/yr)
= 21,900 KWH/year
3. Energy consumption of proposed sign
= (size of sign) (hours of operation/day}
(days/year)
= (0.816 KW) (12 brs/day) (365 days/yr)
= 3574 KWH/year
4. Saving in KWH
= energy consumption for present sign - energy
consumption for proposed sign
= (21,900 KWH/yr) - (3574 KWH/yr)
= 18,326 KWH/year
5. Saving in BTU's
= (savings in KWH) (conversion factor)
= (18.326 KWH/yr) (3413 BTU/KWH)
= 62.55 X 10 6 BTU/year
6. Dollar saving per year
= (energy consumption/yr) ($O.0399/KWH}
= (18,326 KWH/yr) ($0.0399/KWH)
= $731.20/year
IMPLEMENTATION COST:
The proposed sign can be installed by a local sign
company. The implementation cost of the new sign,




- cost/savings per year
= $3275.25/{$731.20/yr)
= 4.48 years
Note: This ECO is economically justified only if it
changes the rate schedule from power electric to
commercial schedules. This ECO is clculated
according to old rate schedule (PLl). There is
a large amount of savings (approx. $2000/yr) by
changing the rate schedule to commercial rate
after the proposed sign is installed.
ECO #14
TITLB: Use of energy management system for turning off -nd
on air conditioning
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The energy management system is very easy to operate,
and there is a great potential savings. It become
a more efficient and less expensive system if the
company has many outlets to use. This ECD is easy to
implement, but the cost is higher. The ECO has a long





number of rooms available
average occupancy
number of months air conditioner used
average hours of operation per day
hours of energy wasted per room
% of guests who turn off air conditioner
when they leave
CALCULATIONS:









= 1.l(cost of electricity) + 1.05(fuel adj stment
charge)
= 1.1($O.03255/KWH) + 1.OS($0'.0388/KWH)
= SO.0399/KWH
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2. Number o·f rooms rented per year
= (no. of rooms available) (average occupancy)
(160 days/year)
= (60) (0.72)' (60)
= 6912 rooms/year
3. Number of hours saved per year
= (no. of rooms rented/yr)(' guest who do not turn
off air conditioner) (no. of hrs of energy
wasted) (effective factor)
;: (6912) (0.55) (3.5) (0.8)
= 10.644.5 hours/year
4. Energy saving in KWH
;: (energy consumed/hr) (conversion factor) (no. of
hrs/yr)
;: (12,000 BTU/hI) <.r KWH/3413 BTU)" 10,644.5 hr/yr)
;: 37,425,65 KWH/year
5. Dollar saving
= (energy saving/yr) (cost of electricity)
= (37,425.65 KWH/yr> ($0.0399/KWH)
= $1493.28
6. BTU's saved
= (energy saving in KWE) (conversion factor)
;: (37,425.65 .KWH/yr) (3413 BTU/KWH)
= 127.73 X 106 BTU/year
IMPLEMENTATION COST:
Use RCA E'nergy Management System proposed by Mr. Jack
Slentz.




Cost of the system is very high. This ECD is not
recommended. If the management turns off the air
conditioning manually, there is a great potential
savings. It can be done by desk clerks or maintenance
men in their free time.
Note: There is a possibility of reducing the payback
period by using a low cost manual powerline
carrier which can be more easily installed than
an RCA Energy Management System.









P'ROPOSED BY: Jack L. Slentz. BRANCH *: 1849
PROPOSAL I: 3218-01
DATE: Septemb r 8, 1983
eusTOMBR :F:l Sol Motel




LEASE PURCHASE WITH ONE YEAR NAINTE1JA..~';CE
will transfer ti tie of the system to your Hotel at 't_he
end of the contr,act period. Includes full mainte~'108
for one year. Upon s,xpiration of the first twel~ IOOnths,
maintenance will be performed on a demand basis at th
then prevailing rates for the remainder of the 19ue term
except as otherwise agreed.
Seven Years (84 Months) $358.81 per month plus
applicable t_x
If your maintenance people do th electrical work, the





Master Control Unit. MCU
MCU Components
Status Display Unit, SOU
Signal Insertion Unit, SIU
Interconnect Box, IeB
Remote Control 'Unit, RCU





This unit is the ~brains" of the system. It
plugs into a 120 volt po~er sou~e and allows
the desk clerk to control individual room
remote units through a keyboard. The MCU
also contains a microprocessor to accomplish
scheduled automatic turn-on and turn-off of
specific loads.
Keyboard-Used for daily operational changes
and programming adjustments.
Key-Required to make program changes.
LED Display-Indicates month, day, hour, and
minute during IDLE mode; room number and
status during UPDATE mode; and individual
control point programs during PROGRAM mode.
The Status Display Unit is a television-
type display unit that indicates the status
of rooms and auxiliary loads. This unit
shows rooms that are occupied, unoccupied.
or on standby. In addition, it displays
all energy programs.
The SIU is the enclosure and powe'r supply for
the phase amplifier mounted inside the SIU.
This unit is responsible for injecting the signal
from the MCU onto the building's circuitry.
This unit accepts thermostats and demand
contro1 i npu ts .
This device mounts to the loads to b'e controlled
and accepts si9nals from the CU.
Four OATis are mounted on the outside of the
bu i1 eM ng, to, i npu t c1i mate cond it i cns to the MCU
Receives demand signal and outputs information
necessary for peak demand reduction.
lower Electric Bills
RCA f S Energy 'Management System will a11 ow you tlo reduce your
energy consumption by turning off ener'gy consum11ng loads. When
the syste~ is turning off loads it is cutting your energy
consumption and saving you money.
State-of-the-Art Technology
RCA's advanced system design and solid state circuitry will assure
you of quality ,and dependabi 1ity.
Fl,exible Purchase Arrangeme_ ts
You can purchase an RCA system through a direct sale arrangement
with convenient terms, or conserve capital with a lease purchase.
Lax Advantages
An investment tax credit of 10% of the Fair Market Value is
available to you on an Energy Management System. This credit would
be taken in the year of acquisition as a direct reduction of your
federal tax liability-with limitation.
Ease of Lnstallation
The advanced design of RCA's Energy Management System allows
installation to be completed quickly and quietly. With RCA's
system there is no distraction to you, your staff. and especially
your guests.
Ease of Operation
Although advanced in design, RCA's system is easier to use than
a cash register.
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Fa il SaJe Des i gn
RCA's system is specially designed to accommodate your guests.
Should the system become inoperatfve it automatically initiates
normal thermostat control. No guest discomfort will be felt.
Return on Investment
Your return on inve.stment depends on your system's specific
design, and energy conservation programs. You decide how
quickly you want your return by the energy savilng prog:rams
you ; niti ate.
RCA Accommodates your Special Needs
RCA allows you to contral an rooms individually to maximize
energy savings and guest comfort. You set the desired level
of energy savings for each room to compensate for your
building's specific needs.
Si n91 e Source Res pons ibil ity
RCA DESIGNS YOUR SYSTEM
RCA SUPPLIES THE ~QUIPMENT
RCA INSTALLS THE EQUIPMENT
RCA TRAINS YOUR STAFF
RCA MAINTAINS THE EQUIPMENT
RCA FINANCES THE SYSTEM-NO THIRD PARTY FINANCING
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You r [RCA Sal 5 R,epresenta the has a1ready camp1eted il thO'rou h
analysis ofyolJr company's specific energy management ne,e:Qs with
regard to the ne-e-ded equi pment and the instaHat; on services
required to ensure II functioning Energy Mana'gement, System. Li ted
below are the steps RCA will initiate once yOU! pur,chase your
Energy Management System. These are provided asa nonnall part
of our total customer commitment.
STEP I
Once your equipment ha's arrived. RCA will coordinate all instal-
lation activities nee,essary to make your system openti·r. OUr'
trained technicians will provide on site coordination of all job
activities to minimize distractions and installation time.
STEP II
,After the equipment has be~n installed an experienced RCA
tech-nf'cla'n wU 1 pr-ogram your system to maximi ze your energy
savings as w n as maintain guest comfort.
STEP I II
After programming has been completed our technician will train
your empl'oyees o'n everyday use of the system. We wi 11 aho
show you and your system operator how to program the system.
FINAL STEP
As the final step in our total service commitment. your RCA
Sales Representative will periodically visit your property to,




I We have the solution






nle RCA Service Company Hotel/Mol jErI ,rgy
Management System enables you to, 51 th degree of
duty cycling for each room and to vary tn duty cycling
according to time. of day. YOti can keep each room com-
fortable in spite of varying sun loads. no matt or wh t
the season, You set the'5e parameters when they tem
is Installed and the .syster.1 does the rest dLJtomatically.
If you want to make adjustments later, that s simple too
You can even have the system alter ils control strategy
on the basis of outside air temperature.
AI the capabilities are there to help you ke -p a lid on
ene,rgy costs while keeping your guests comfortable.
Operating the registration-desk control IS 9 ,'Ier than
USing a calculator The s.YSlem·s security pro is tons
prevenl any alteration of your basi ystem p rameters
except by you or your authorized personnel.
The central control equipment in,cluo@·s a video disp\ y
that shows the current status of every room in your
facllpty-occuPled €coollng/heating Unit on l. unocC'Jpied
[coolinglhealing unit off) or st I'1dby (cooling/heating
unit operating under control of its own tharmostall. If
you wish. the display can Iso carry an indication or
which unoccupied rooms have basn cieaned.
So in addition to helping you control energy costs. the
system also gives you a convenient methOd of monitor-
ing room status.
Setting the oarameters that you want the system to
follow IS simple too. You can learn to do it yourself
using the system guide. And you can make changes ,1'1
minutes to accommodate new circumstances.
To help control the ofher high energy-consummg
devices in your facility, the RCA Service Company
Hotel/Motel Energ.y Management System also
provides a means of regulatmg electrical us,e in com-
mon areas such as lobbies, corridors, meeting rooms.
and service areas.
You can set the system to automaTic fly turn off lights.
cooling/heating. and other electrical devices In these
areas during Gertaln hours, then automatlcaHy turn
Installation is Easy
ost important. you can get all these crucial energy-
,3'1lng benefits Without tearin.g out walls. disrupting
ur operations, or sending your employees to training
-j sses.
I eRCA Service Company Hotel,;Motel Energy
'~a.~agementSystem is amazingly easy to install. It
5 your existing ac wiring-no new conrro! wiring
required. That makes installation very economical.
I eEnergy Management System provides simple-to-
'Berate. cenlraU registration des\.-. remote control for
'n-or; and turn-off of room cooling/h.eating units as
Jen~ cneck In or out. A Standby status IS also
- ded to assure comfortable temperatures In rooms
. ibout to be occupied. .
the RCA Service Company Hotell vlotet Energy
IWanagement System saves you money by allow 'Jg you
I control energy consumption The system provides a
"eans of turning electrical devices, on or off. automati-
:ally or manually. by remote control. Now you can turn
eair conditioner iheater off and on from the front
I
jesk No fonge.' do you have high .energy consuming
.~ices operating when the room IS unoccupied.
. The system automaticany oerforms duty cycling of
I
electrical devices that are !n use Duty cycling is
,
'" simply turning off a heating/cooling unit for brief
I
intervals during its normal operation, There IS no
noticeable effect on com tort but there are sub-
stantial savings on your electrical bill due to reduc-
ed electrical demand and consumption.
2 End of day routines control electrical use in
common areas such as lobbies. corridors. meeting
rooms, and service areas.
l The system performs peak demand limiting. An
e ernally generated signal which indicates that the
eSlr~d demand level is about to be exceeded im-
(laws automatuc load shedding. This acliv ty can-
Ilnues until the dg.m::md IS reduced to an acceptable
l~vel. The devices being controlled are then return-
ed to their normal operating mode.
I To orovide Imoroved guest comfort. skip cycling is
employed to compensate for solar loads.
Autcmatic feeoback from outside air temperature
sensors provid,es the control strategy to insure
optimum guest comfort.
CHAPTER IV
IMPLEMENTATION OF ENERGY AUDIT
RECOMMENDATIONS AND
CONCLUSIONS
The audit itself usually produces no direct savings;
significant savings begin only after management approves the
ECO recommendations of the energy audit report and they are
put into effect as energy conservation measures.
The following is a list of energy audit recommendations
which can be implemented immediately.
1. Switch the bug light from 60W to 25W.
2. Reduce the temperature of hot water heater.
3. Use higher efficiency, lower wattage fluorecent lamps
in existing fixtures.
4. Thermal insulation of hot water tanks, hot wat r 1 ine -
and storage tank.
S. Place photosensor on outside secur i ty lights and motel
sign.
6. Install weatherstripping on doors.
7. Use flow restrictors for showerheads.
8. Net setback for the lounge and dining area.




No actual measured results 're yet available for the El
Sol Motel at the present time. The projected analytical
results were as follows:

















This represents a savings of 46% of total energy cost.
However, we cannot add all savings individually because of
overlapping. For example,
1) use of solar water heater with exchanger will save
total usage of gas consumption by hot wat r h_,ater
currently.
2) Switching the rate schedule will be mor effectiv
if the existing motel sign is changed to an energy
efficient sign.
This project shows that energy management is a viabl
profi t improvement technique for the mote'l industry. The
Energy Conservation Opportunities (ECO's) studied are
summarized in Table VII.
The essential elements of an effective energy management
program have been described with emphasis on the benefits of
energy audits of sufficient scope performed by fully
qual ified audi ting teams. The action-reaction analysis of
'92
steps must be continually updated as you move through the
checklists. The checklists provided in Appendix D serve as





























Use higher efficiency, lower
wattage fluorescent lamps
in the existing fixtures 77.45
Switch outdoor floodlight
fixture to high pressure
sodium light fixture 650.00
Switch rate schedule from
PL1 to commercial rate 0.00
Place photosensors on
outside security lights
and motel sign 105.00





































Thermal insulate hot water
heater storage tank and
pipeline 151.49
Night setback for lounge
and dining room area 625.00
Heat recovery from
chilling equipment 1654.00
Remove existing motel sign
and install new energy
efficient sign 3275.25
Use of energy management



















It is the author',B contention that the ultimate
resolution of the current energy situation may be
facilitated through continued research in the energy area
and increased efforts to educate the motel industry. Only
through the cooperative efforts of universities, private
research foundations, the industrial complex, and the
conserving actions of citizens will the energy problem be
overcome.
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Areas For Possible Future Res arch
This research was carried out from the viewpoint of a
motel operator with the main objective of making them aware
of energy management programs and use of new technologies.
The motel operator is then concerned with potential energy
savings to run his operation efficiently and effectively.
It may be necessary to investigate the effect of energy cost
for other areas not identified in this report.
Secondly, it would be interesting to study the
technological difficulties which arise in implementing
energy management programs for old structures as compare to
new structures.
Finally, the study did not investigate how the
restaurants in the Un~ted States could save money through
energy management. such a study will help to overcom
energy usage problems and improve the economy of the United
States.
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,Are, light levels dequate but not excessive?
Are the lights turned off when not needed?
Are the air ,e.zhaus,t vents over food preparation areas
the correct size?
Are the air exhaust systems properly balanced?
,Are air exhaust systeIU turned off when not reqUired?
Is there a proper amount of make up air for the
exhaust and vent system?
Are all H.A.C.V. vents free from obstruction?
Are all air filters clean?
Are all air filters replaced on a regular basis?
Are all grease filters clean?
Are all grease filt,ers replaced on a regular basis?
Are, all steam traps cleaned periodically?
Is there adequate insulation in-floor, walls, and
ceiling? (Insulation is one .of the best investments·
'the owner can make if he is sincerely trying to reduce
energy consumption. Construction of the property may
~revent any significant use of additional insulation).
Are all doors properly weather stripped?
Are all windows properly caulked?
lre outdoor signs turned on only during prescribed
tilDes? (Advertising signs should never be on during
~aylight hours and during periods the business is not
in operation).
Are outdoor lights and gas torches turned off after









Are heating and airconditioning units thermostats
turned off or at-least down to 600 F. and up to 800 F.
during periods when the operation is closed?
Are all pieces of heating and cooling equipment in
good working condition? (Dirty filters obstruct air
flow to coils).
Are there any faucets or ,pipes that l,eak? (Be aware·
of this throughout inspection).
CORBECTION
REQUESTED DATE
YES NO . OF CORRECTBl
Are the room temperatures
prescribed level.
Summer
DiJ'.1ng Room 750 F.
Kitchen 850 F.
Store Roo 850 F.
Lobby 750 F.






Is the heating equipment 1n separate areas or at
lesst separated from the cooling area?
Are exhaust 8yst~ in separate areas from the
cooling equipment?
Is th building properly insulated? (Walls, floors
and ceilings).
:
I SPFCtION AND/OR CHBCltLI.ST
108
Department: Front Office, Lobby and Public Sp-~e
Inspected by _
lOCATION
Roams are rented by area, wing, floor and specific
areas, wings, floors are closed during low occupancy
periods. (A perl-od may be a day, week, etc.) I
Is the temperature at the proper setting?
Summer _
Winter _
There are no obstructions of air flow for HVAC units
and/or vents.
Do all exterior doors close automatically?
Do all windows and doors have proper we ther strippin
and caulking?
Are lighting levels properly main tained'Z
Drapes open during day _
Unnece ary lights off ...' _
Are HVAC filters and coils clean?
Are H.VAC filters and coils cl aned on a regular
schedule?
Is outside air properly used?
Are all lighting fixtures arid bulbs clean?
Is proper wattage used in fixtures?
Storeroan lights turned off when possible!
Office lights are turned off after working houre and
when not needed?
Is all unused equipment turned off when not in use?
Elevators and or escalator service reduced during
slaw pe r1.ods ?








Department: FrontOffica; Lobby and Public Space
Inspected by _
ITEM
The public vash basin drain holds properly?
The public wash basin faucets are fre.e of drlps1
the toilet valve closes properly
The. £108[1. valve is a.djusted to seven se.conds?
Public restroom exhaust fans off during slaw periods?' I
Are checlt room lights turned off when the area is not
in use?
Are check room lights turned dam during slow pe riods?
Are tenant area lights off except for security pur-
poses when buaineBl!I is closed?
Are e.xc sive outdoor light8~signa reduced during
slaw periods?
Are outdoor lights/signs turned off after hours
except those needed for securlty purposes?
109
00 C 0




Inspec: ted by' _
One floor or area 9houlld be checked and all room defi,ciencie
noted on this form.
Tl1r.t.'l'Tl1N' ITEM
Do maids tum off an li,ghts as they leave ague' ts
roaD (no guest in the room) ?
Do maids turn off the TV and or radio after cleaning
the guest rs room? (no guest in the room)
Are all windows closed?
Are thermostats turned to proper temperatune?
SUPQer _
Winter
If room has individual HVAC units are they turned off
if room is unoccupied?
If room has individual HVAC units are their £i,lters and
coils cleaned on a regularly scheduled basis?
!s the air flow unobstructed from the HVAC unit?.






Drapery and/or shades properly adjusted?
Are f lush valves adjusted to seven seconds?
Are flow restrictors installed in shower heads?
Are flow res trictors in8 taIled in faucets?
Are all faucets free of dripping?
Are showerheads free of dripping?
Does the toilet valve close properly?
Does the tub drain hold properly?
Does the wash basin drain bold properly?




YES hIO OF CO}UiEC'1Et
I
INSPECTION AND/OH CHECKLIST
Department: Dining Room and Lounge, Service Areas






If heat lamps. hot carts. or portable heaters are us_d.
are they turned off when not in ~se?
Are heat lamps t as low level to insure maximum heat
efficiency?
Are hot plates for coffee. etc. turned off when not
in use?
Is coffee urn thermostat off at night when the
service period is completed?
Is the dining room light level 8S low as possible and
still maintain the de~ired atmosphere?
Are/sll lights not necessary for security turned off
at night and during non working hours?
Are all ice cream cabinet doo,rs closed and properly
sealed by door gaskets1
Are table cleaning rags rinsed properly and used
during the entire shift? (Replacement or change




Depar taent: Function Room
Inspected by
OOR.RECJfIO
RiQUE /fED n -
rrlf'J.'T'Tn)J ITEM YES NO O,p CO
Are light levels reduced iJlmediately after the vent
is complete and the room is cl red of guests?
Are H.V.A.C. units turned off during employee clean
up and resetting?
Are lights turned off immediately after employes • .-
have cleaned the room?
Are all exterior doors and windows closed?
I
Is the room temperature thermostat set at the proper
level?





Is all supporting equipm nt 'turned off? (Hot carts,
hot plates, public address, background music, table
lamps, etc.. )
I
Are H.V.A.C. filters and coils cl an?
I
Are H.V.A.C. filters and coils cleaned on a regular
schedule?












Is the dis,bmachine turned off when not being used?
Are conveyor belts turned off during slav periods?
Ar,e sinks utilized to, rinse silver. china and
glassware to conserve running water?
Is cold water used for prerinse?
Are water valves and faucets properly maintained to
prevent leaks?
Do the drains in sinks seal properly to prevent
draining?
,'Are there accurate thermometers on the dishwashing
machines.
, Wh'n in operation do they register:
1400 F Hot Water
1600 F Power Rinse
1800 F Rinal Rinse
Temperature may vary according to local mdmimum
health regulations.
Are all dishwashing trays full when placed in th
machine?
: Does the final rinse on the dishmachine shut off
completely if not in use?
Are booster water heaters turned off when the
dishmachine is not in use?
'Is heat from dishwasher ventilation sy.tem utilized or
exhausted as waste?
Do all hot water and steam pipes have proper
insulation?
Is enough detergent being used to insure clean dishes?













, Is the garbage grinder turned off ~en not truly
needed?
. Is some waste bing collected, stored. and ground







Department: Maintenance and Engineering
Inspected by
ITEM
Are all pipes properly insulat...t.
Are all pipes and valves free of drips and leaks?
Are hot water ta:tks drained and or flushed every six
months?
Is there a circulation system for hot water?
Are all controle working at their top efficiency rate?
Is condensate water being recirculated?
Ie all the water utilized in the cooling system re-
cycled?
Is fresh air utilized to heat and or cool?
Are controls installed to prevent heat-ing and cooling
equipment frOll operating at the same time?
Is the water pressure less than 40 pounds per square
inch? If in excess of 40 pounds install reducing
valve.
Is all of the equipment in a px;eventative maint nance
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V~~ Nn OIPI . I 1-, C ,
Are all HVAC syste turned off in unoccuplf.ed areas?
Winter _
Winter _
Are all the proper heating and air
peratures being maintained?
Day SUllUiIe r _
Niaht Su r _
conditioning te
Are outside air dampers closed during periods of warm-;
up or cool-down?
Are all air filt,ers and coils cleaned on a regular
plan as needed basis?
Is the air f law balanced in all areas to prevent air
leaks and/or excessive make up air being introduced?
Are all pipes propet'ly insulated?
Are all valves and pipes prop,e rly maintained to pre-
vent drips and leaks?
Are all system thermostats operating properly and
their setting accurate?
Are individual roCIII thermostats located in a position
to. give accurate room temperatures?
Are HVAC filters and coils clean?
Are HVAC filters alld coils cleaned on a regular basia
Are there no obstructions of air flOli for HVAC tmits
or vents?
Is every piece of equipment on a regularly scheduled
preventative maintenance program?
Are all refrigerant lines checked on a regular basis
to detect leaks?





Department: Be.tineg and Cooling Systems
Inspected by _
LOCATION
Can HVAC systems be turned. off from a central control.
panel when specific areas (function roOlllB ~ laundry,
leased space, etc.) be turned off ~n the area is
unoccupied?
Can outside air be utilized to bring an area to prop r
temperature a£ ter it has been out of service?
Is the HVAC aye tem designed top revent hea.ting and I'
cooling units operating and feeding the same general
areas ?
Is the cooling tower water properly treated to prevent
the growth of algae and prevent scale build-up?
Are the sp.ray nozzles clean and free of scale and dirt'!
If local utility c,ompan:f..es suggest treatment of water





Is the air circulation equi.pment deducted to the min!.,.. _










Are all pipes properly insulated?
Are all valves and faucets IIl:8.intained to prevent leaki
and drips?
Are all steam traps worldng properly to prevent leak-
age?
Are the water thermometers checked for accuracy?
Are water temperatures maintained at the lowest pos-
sible temperature?
Are cold water detergents an~ washing procedures
utilized when. p,ossible?
When possible ,-re loads fit similar sized items 'and
similar type materials utilized?







I Are materlals removed from dry'ere as soon as possible~
Are the dryers scheduled to operate for continuous
periods of time?
Can exterior air be introd\olced into the dryer when th!
exterior temperature is 75°F or warmer?
: Is outside air used to cool laundry whenever pos$ible"
,
I Are no-iron linens utilized in all areas possilble?
Are ironer and mangle work loads scheduled to
eliminate unnecessary heat-up times?
Are all friction bearings and motor be,arings proper-







Insp ec t ed by
ITEM
Are all tumblet's and tubs rotating at rpm's recom-
mended by the manufacturer?
Does the work schedule utilize the off pak load
periods?
Are em-lings, walls, and floors of a color and texture
that will utilize the maximum reflective light and
still maintain suitable working, conditions?
Are lights turned off in work areas that are not being,
utilized1
Are emaust fans off when the operation is closed?
Is the hot water tank drained and flushed every 6
months?
Are the gas jets and gas b urn era cleaned an d adj us ted
. on a regular basis to insure top efficiel!u:1?
Can the h at ft'om the exhaust 8YS tem be utilized in
the laundry or auy other part of the building?
Are all lint screens cleaned on a regular baais?
Based on the manufacturers recattmendation is there
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